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Tasks:

- Content updates
- Improved delivery on Internet
- Database support
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Content Updates

- Removal of duplicate text
  - if it is already documented at a higher level, hyperlink to that

- Procedural changes
  - changes to practices, standards, etc.

- New response techniques/technologies
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Better presentation on Internet

- Easier access to content
  - changes to website structure
  - incorporated into RRT 5 website

- Connections to outside information
  - hyperlinks to reference resources, other agency websites, etc.

- Improved “readability”
  - acronyms and terms defined with popups
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Database support – Contacts appendix

- Updates
  - edits possible as needed
  - update task assigned to a single point of contact
    but users could submit requests for changes
- Current version available at a consistent location
  - available at RRT 5 website
- Queryable
  - users can search by person, organization, etc.
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Queries
- Search by Name
- Search by
  - Organization Name
  - Organization Division
  - Division Branch
- Search for RRT Members
- Search for OSCs
- Search by State

 Updates
- Now: Single person maintains, updates provided by agencies
- Could be:
  - Multiple people at several agencies help maintain
  - Users request changes as needed
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Motivation:
- Expandable content
- Revisions instead of full updates
- Web services
- Tiered approach to data